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            NEW MEXICO STATE GAME COMMISSION

               Thursday, November 21,2019

               Roswell Game & Fish Office

                 1615 West College Blvd

                    Roswell, NM 88201

                      19.31.3 NMAC

APPEARANCES:

Commissioner Jimmy Bates
Commissioner Gail Cramer
Madame Chair Joanna Prukop
Vice-Chair Roberta Salazar-Henry
Commissioner David Soules
Commissioner Tirzio Lopez
Commissioner Jeremy Vesbach
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1           MADAME CHAIR:  We'll call the meeting to order

2      now, please.  If everyone would take a seat.  The

3      first item on the agenda is roll call of the

4      Commissioners.

5           COMMISSIONER BATES:  Here.

6           DIRECTOR SLOAN:  Commissioner Cramer?

7           Commissioner Lopez?

8           MADAME CHAIR:  Tirzio, can you hear us?

9           COMMISSIONER LOPEZ:  Yes, I can.

10           DIRECTOR SLOAN:  Yes, he's here.

11           Commissioner Soules?

12           COMMISSIONER SOULES:  Here.

13           DIRECTOR SLOAN:  Commissioner Vesbach?

14           COMMISSIONER VESBACH:  Here.

15           DIRECTOR SLOAN:  Vice Chair Salazar-Henry?

16           COMMISSIONER SALAZAR-HENRY:  Here.

17           DIRECTOR SLOAN:  Commissioner Prukop?

18           MADAME CHAIR:  Here.

19           DIRECTOR SLOAN:  We have a quorum.

20 (19.31.3 NMAC)

21           MR. NELSON:  Madame Chair, members of the

22      Commission.  I am here to have a subsequent

23      discussion on proposed amendments to the Game &

24      Fish licenses and permits rule.  As I described at

25      the last time I presented this in September, this
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1      rule is perhaps not well named.  It actually

2      regards licensed vendors, primarily.  So the rule

3      specifies licensed vendor requirements and

4      financial obligations to the department.

5           The changes we're proposing are to

6      substantially reorganize the rule to consolidate

7      the vendor's financial obligations to the

8      department in one subsection and their eligibility

9      application and procedural requirements in another

10      subsection.  We are also going to clarify the

11      licensed vendor's responsibilities and reduce the

12      penalties for lost carcass tags.  Again, a little

13      bit of background, there are two categories of

14      carcass tags that the vendor has financial

15      liability for.

16           One is an unusable tag, which if they make a

17      mistake when they are writing it and can't issue it

18      or if it's damaged in some way, they are

19      responsible to return that to us by the tenth day

20      of the following month.  And then any unused blank

21      tags at the end of the year on the tenth day of the

22      month following the licensed year, so May 10th.

23           So we propose to reduce the penalties for all

24      tags to $100 per tag.  And this is because

25      the -- under current rule we have it is $125 for
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1      the first occurrence, $250 for the second

2      occurrence, and on the third occurrence we are

3      supposed to suspend their privileges.  This is very

4      difficult to enforce because it does not address

5      what happens if we get three in one month or more

6      than three at the end of the year.

7           We are also going to clarify the director's

8      authority.  The director has the authority

9      currently to restrict or place conditions or

10      suspend the vendor's privileges and we are going to

11      add requiring a surety bond to that in cases where

12      the vendor has failed to comply with the vendor

13      agreement or meet any of its financial obligations

14      to the department.

15           And finally, we are going to clarify

16      conditions and requirements if a vendor requests a

17      hearing to challenge any of the director's

18      determinations.

19           We have actually received three public

20      comments on this so far.  I don't know if I should

21      describe those, but they are not really -- we had

22      one that was completely in support of the changes

23      we're proposing.  Two, that we're proposing to

24      increase the vendor fee, which is not really in the

25      rule.  And with that I'll stand for any questions.
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1           MADAME CHAIR:  Yes?  Any Commissioners with

2      questions for Chad?  Hearing none, this was

3      information only.  You do not need any action from

4      us today; is that correct?

5           MR. NELSON:  Madame Chair, that is correct.

6           MADAME CHAIR:  And when do we take action on

7      this?

8           MR. NELSON:  Madame Chair, we will plan to

9      present final rule changes in January.

10           MADAME CHAIR:  Okay, great.  So we can

11      anticipate that.  Now, is this the meeting at which

12      if we had any -- any changes or anything to

13      recommend this would be the meeting where we would

14      have to do that otherwise it's not allowed; is that

15      correct?

16           MR. NELSON:  Madame Chair, yes, that's

17      correct.

18           (The Commission recesses for lunch.)

19           MADAME CHAIR:  So this hearing will please

20      come to order.  My name is Joanna Prukop, Chair of

21      the Commission.  I will be serving as the hearing

22      officer and be advised by the Commission's Counsel

23      from the Office of Attorney General John -- last

24      name.

25           DIRECTOR SLOAN:   Criencamp.
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1           MADAME CHAIR:  Criencamp.  Sorry, John.  I

2      will learn that.

3           The purpose of this hearing is for

4      consideration of a final adoption of the following

5      proposed rule by the Commission.  The hearing item

6      is for the Commission to receive public comment on

7      the proposed new hunting and fishing license

8      application rule, that's title 19, chapter 31, part

9      3 of the New Mexico Administrative Code.  The

10      hunting and fishing license application rule will

11      be effective on January 1, 2020.

12           These hearings are being conducted in

13      accordance with the provisions of the Game & Fish

14      Act and the State Rules Act.  These hearings are

15      being audiotaped and video recorded.  Anyone

16      interested in a copy of the audiotape or video

17      recording should contact Tristana Beckford with the

18      Game & Fish Department.

19           Public notice of this hearing was advertised

20      in the New Mexico Registrar, the Albuquerque

21      Journal, the New Mexico Sunshine Portal and on the

22      Department's website.  Copies of the proposed rule,

23      new rules have been available on the Department's

24      website.  Those wishing to comment here today,

25      please sign the attendance sheet at the back of the
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1      room which will be later entered into the record as

2      an exhibit.

3           Let me explain how the hearing works and what

4      the procedures are.  These rule hearings will be

5      conducted in the following manner: staff will

6      present prefiled exhibits.  Exhibits admitted into

7      evidence are available for review by the public,

8      but exhibits may not leave this room.  After all

9      exhibits are entered, we will proceed to the

10      presentation of the proposed rule after which

11      testimony will be taken from the audience.

12           In order to ensure that the hearing is

13      accurately recorded, we will only have one person

14      speak at a time.  Any person recognized to speak is

15      asked to identify yourself by name and who you are

16      affiliated with for the record each time you are

17      recognized.  Please speak loudly and clearly to

18      accurately record your comments.

19           After a person has offered comment, they will

20      stand for questions from the hearing officer.  That

21      would be me.  The audience will also ask questions

22      of anyone offering comment after being recognized

23      by the Chair.

24           These hearings are not subject to judicial

25      rules of evidence.  However, in the interest of
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1      efficiency, I reserve the right to limit any

2      testimony deemed irrelevant, redundant, or unduly

3      repetitious.  The Commission may discuss the

4      proposed new rule after the public comment portion

5      of the hearing.  Final Commission action, including

6      adoption of the rules may occur after the

7      conclusion of the presentation and public comment

8      period of each hearing.

9           So we are now beginning the hearing. In the

10      preliminary matter of hearing item number one, rule

11      making hearing on the hunting and fishing license

12      application rule 19.31.3.  This hearing is now

13      open.  Are there any exhibits for proposed new rule

14      19.31.3 for the record?

15           MR. NELSON:  Madame Chair, I have four, four

16      exhibits.  The first exhibit is the notice of rule

17      making that was submitted to the New Mexico

18      Registrar.  The second exhibit is the clean copy of

19      the new -- the proposed rule as well as the

20      underlined strike through version.  The third

21      exhibit is the presentation that I am about to give

22      today, and the fourth exhibit is the summary of the

23      proposed changes that was published, posted to our

24      website.

25           MADAME CHAIR:  So we have four exhibits.
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1      These exhibits are admitted into the record.

2           Chad, can you please introduce the proposed

3      new rule for 19.31.3?

4           MR. NELSON:  Madame Chair, so the amendments

5      that we are proposing to 19.31.3, first of all, the

6      rule lists the application requirements and

7      restrictions for licenses and applications, and the

8      proposed amendments would require proof of service

9      for military only and returning Iraq, Afghanistan,

10      veteran hunts to be submitted prior to application

11      instead by the application deadline date.

12           We are also going to add and remove provisions

13      to avoid conflict and duplication with existing

14      rules, primarily the species rules, so we are

15      adding sand hill crane, pheasant, and barbary sheep

16      to the list of species that can be applied for by

17      draw.  And we are also going to add a list of all

18      licensed permit and stamp requirements as a

19      convenience to our customers so that is available

20      in one place for them.

21           And with that I would stand for any questions.

22           MADAME CHAIR:  Okay.  Would anyone like to

23      comment?  I guess this first part is for the

24      public.  Would anyone like to comment on the new

25      rule titled 19.31, part 3?  Any members of the
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1      public who would like to comment?

2           Dave Heft, did you intend to comment on this,

3      or is that --

4           MR. HEFT:  No, I'll pass.

5           MADAME CHAIR:  Okay.  Okay, thank you.

6           Are there any other exhibits anyone wants to

7      enter into the record?

8           MR. NELSON:  That sign-in sheet is one.

9           MADAME CHAIR:  Okay.  So here is one, although

10      David is waiving his interest in speaking, so we

11      have -- we have this marked up version of the

12      record.  And I'll pass that to the director.

13           DIRECTOR SLOAN:  Thank you.  I'll mark it as

14      Exhibit 4.

15           MADAME CHAIR:  Exhibit 5, 5.

16           DIRECTOR SLOAN:  5, sorry.

17           MADAME CHAIR:  Yes, because Chad had four

18      exhibits, so that's Exhibit 5.

19           So what I'm not clear on in regard to before

20      we close the hearing, the Commission gets

21      a -- okay, the Commission has already seen this

22      rule a number of times.  They've commented and/or

23      made any changes to it that they might have wanted

24      to change.  So do we go straight into closing the

25      hearing or is there a portion where the Commission
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1      can also make comment?

2           LEGAL REPRESENTATIVE:  Yeah, Madame Chair,

3      you're going to close the hearing and then you're

4      going to have a discussion amongst the Commission.

5      And then we'll take a final vote at that time.

6           MADAME CHAIR:  Okay.  So as we learn this

7      process, the hearing itself is what we've just

8      experienced.  It's closed and then action actually

9      occurs outside of the open hearing process.  That's

10      the way this works?

11           LEGAL REPRESENTATIVE:  Yes, Madame Chair.

12           DIRECTOR SLOAN:  That's correct.

13           MADAME CHAIR:  Thank you very much.

14           Okay.  So then in closing the hearing, has

15      everyone present signed the attendance sheet?  At

16      this time the attendance sheet shall be marked as

17      an exhibit.  Now, is that -- that's not Exhibit 5?

18      That's an additional exhibit?

19           LEGAL REPRESENTATIVE:  No, that is -- we got

20      ahead of ourselves.  That is Exhibit Number 5.

21           MADAME CHAIR:  Okay.  So that is Exhibit

22      Number 5.

23           If there are no questions, I will admit the

24      attendance sheet as Exhibit 5.  The comments

25      submitted and testimony heard today during this
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1      rule will be reviewed by the Commission and

2      discussed during the open session of today's

3      meeting.  The Commission will vote on the proposed

4      rule at that time.

5           I would like to thank you everyone who

6      presented -- present for their participation today,

7      and let the record show that this rule making

8      hearing was adjourned at 2:23.

9           We'll eventually get this down.  So now we

10      turn to the Commission, based on what has just

11      transpired, because in this case, with this rule

12      there really wasn't any public participation.  The

13      exhibits are very straightforward.

14           Does anyone on the Commission have a comment

15      or question about the rule that is before us?

16      Hearing none, could I hear a motion to approve this

17      new rule?  Is that the top?

18           COMMISSIONER SOULES:  Madame Chair?

19           MADAME CHAIR:  Yes, Commissioner Soules?  It's

20      right after tab 6.  Seconded by Commissioner Bates.

21           Thank goodness we're doing an easy one.

22           COMMISSIONER SOULES:  Madame Chair, I move to

23      adopt the proposed changed to 19.31.3 NMAC as

24      presented by the Department and allow the

25      Department to make minor corrections to comply with
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1      filing this rule with state records and archives.

2           MADAME CHAIR:  Thank you very much,

3      Commissioner Soules, and motion was seconded

4      Commissioner Bates.  Any further discussion or

5      deliberation on this motion?  If not, all those in

6      favor of the motion as read signify by saying aye.

7           ALL COMMISSIONERS:  Aye.

8           MADAME CHAIR:  Opposed nay?  Thank you very

9      much.  The motion passed and the rule is now

10      adopted.

11           Thank you very much, Chad.

12                [The recording concludes.]
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1 In Re:

2 Roswell Game & Fish Rule 19.31.3

3 _____________________________________________________

4

5                   C E R T I F I C A T E

6

7

8           I, Lisa Reinicke, New Mexico Certified
     Stenotranscriptionist, DO HEREBY CERTIFY that the

9      above captioned transcription was prepared by me;
     that the RECORDING was reduced to typewritten

10      transcript by me; that I listened to the entire
     RECORDING; that the foregoing transcript is a

11      complete record of all material included thereon,
     and that the foregoing pages are a true and correct

12      transcription of the recorded proceedings, to the
     best of my knowledge and hearing ability.  The

13      recording was of GOOD quality.
          I FURTHER CERTIFY that I am neither employed

14      by nor related to nor contracted with (unless
     excepted by the rules) any of the parties or

15      attorneys in this matter, and that I have no
     interest whatsoever in the final disposition of

16      this matter.

17
                       /S/ Lisa Reinicke

18                        Lisa Reinicke,
                       Certified Stenotranscriptionist
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